Functional over-redundancy and high functional vulnerability in global fish faunas on tropical reefs
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When tropical systems lose species, they are often assumed to be buffered against declines in functional diversity by the ability of the species-rich biota to display high functional redundancy: i.e., a high number of species performing similar functions. We tested this hypothesis using a ninefold richness gradient in global fish faunas on tropical reefs encompassing 6,316 species distributed among 646 functional entities (FEs): i.e., unique combinations of functional traits. We found that the highest functional redundancy is located in the Central Indo-Pacific with a mean of 7.9 species per FE. However, this overall level of redundancy is disproportionately packed into few FEs, a pattern termed functional over-redundancy (FOR). For instance, the most speciose FE in the Central Indo-Pacific contains 222 species (out of 3,689) whereas 38% of FEs (180 out of 468) have no functional insurance with only one species. Surprisingly, the level of FOR is consistent across the six fish faunas, meaning that, whatever the richness, over a third of the species may still be in overrepresented FEs whereas more than one third of the FEs are left without insurance, these levels all being significantly higher than expected by chance. Thus, our study shows that, even in high-diversity systems, such as tropical reefs, functional diversity remains highly vulnerable to species loss. Although further investigations are needed to specifically address the influence of redundant vs. vulnerable FEs on ecosystem functioning, our results suggest that the promised benefits from tropical biodiversity may not be as strong as previously thought.

Significance

Our results indicate that, even in highly diverse systems like coral reefs, we can no longer assume that the erosion of species diversity can be discounted by the high probability of functional redundancy: i.e., that several species can support the same function. Indeed, we show that fish species tend to disproportionately pack into a few particular functions while leaving many functions highly vulnerable, i.e., they are supported by just one species. Even the Coral Triangle, which has a high concentration of tropical-reef fishes, may experience a loss of functional diversity following fisheries pressure and local species extirpation. Our results suggest that the promised benefits of functional insurance from high species diversity may not be as strong as we once hoped.

The human-induced collapse of species has triggered a sixth mass extinction crisis worldwide (1). This ongoing biotic impoverishment may, in turn, markedly alter key ecosystem processes, such as productivity, nutrient cycling, and bioerosion, with undisputed consequences on ecosystem services that humanity needs to prosper (2–4).

Beyond the loss of species, the loss of particular functions appears to be the main threat imperiling ecosystem processes and services (4, 5). When several species perform similar functions, this functional redundancy may ensure against the loss of ecosystem functioning following declines in species diversity (6, 7). The critical issue is whether the extraordinary species diversity on Earth matters for ecosystem functioning or whether a smaller proportion of species is enough to perform most of the key functions (8).

This debate, at the core of ecological science (5), is even more vigorous in species-rich ecosystems where high functional redundancy among species is likely and where it is thus often assumed that ecosystem functioning is buffered against species loss. For instance, 75% of species could be lost before any functional group would disappear in an Argentinean plant community (6). Such high functional redundancy may ensure the level of functional diversity—i.e., the breadth of functions—against species loss following disturbance (9, 10) or explain why the relationship between species richness and ecosystem functioning may be weak (11) and asymptotic (12).

Some tropical ecosystems that hold many more species than their temperate counterparts do not show a higher functional diversity (13). This pattern suggests that functional redundancy may be comparatively higher in the tropics (14). In contrast, despite high levels of species richness, some tropical ecosystems show little functional redundancy among species (15, 16), thus revealing their functional vulnerability: i.e., a potential decrease of functional diversity following species loss (17).

Beyond aesthetic and moral arguments, the importance of conserving the whole of tropical biodiversity for maintaining the breadth of potential functions performed in species assemblages is still under scrutiny. Indeed, local or regional assessments are
often based on a limited number of species and have offered contradictory results depending on ecosystems, taxa, and functional traits considered (9, 15, 18). We therefore still lack a global study, along a steep gradient of species richness, investigating how species are distributed among functional groups and, more particularly, the extent of functional redundancy and vulnerability.

In the marine realm, tropical reefs host a remarkable diversity of fishes that sustain essential ecosystem processes (e.g., trophic control, bioerosion, nutrient cycling) (18). Within the diverse array of species, some perform unique roles and appear to be irreplaceable (19). Moreover, tropical-reef fishes from the Indo-Pacific show a richness that declines with increasing distance from the Indo-Australian Archipelago (1AA) (20), and tropical-reef fish faunas from the Atlantic Ocean have a markedly lower diversity than their Indo-Pacific counterparts (21). Thus, tropical-reef fishes constitute an archetypal situation where we expect a gradient of functional richness, redundancy, and vulnerability, depending on the distribution of species among functional groups. Instead of functional groups, built a priori or after clustering species based on an arbitrary level of trait similarity, we identified 646 functional entities (FEs) based on unique combinations of six categorical functional traits to classify the 6,316 fish species of the global pool. We also built a functional space where FEs were placed according to their trait combinations (22).

We then assessed the level of functional diversity, functional redundancy, and functional vulnerability for the tropical-reef fish faunas along a ninefold gradient of species richness. Because the identity, the number, and the categorization of functional traits may influence the results (16), we also performed a series of sensitivity analyses to test the robustness of the findings when decreasing the number of FEs by up to one order of magnitude.

Results and Discussion

Across the six fish faunas of tropical reefs (23), species richness ranges between 403 species in the Eastern Atlantic to 3,689 in the Central Indo-Pacific, i.e., between 6.4% and 58.4% of the...
global pool respectively (Fig. 1). Despite hosting only a very small proportion of tropical-reef fishes, the three poorest faunas (Western and Eastern Atlantic and Tropical Eastern Pacific) have at least 25% of global FEs and fill at least 59% of the global functional space. Therefore, the ninefold gradient in fish richness across faunas translates into only a threefold gradient in terms of FE diversity. The most striking example is provided by the Central Pacific fish fauna, which fills nearly the same amount of functional space as the richest fauna of the Central Indo-Pacific (87.2% vs. 89.8%, respectively) despite hosting 21.1% fewer species (2,911 vs. 3,689, respectively). This relative stability in functional diversity is not due to a high taxonomic similarity among faunas because fish species composition is highly variable (global Jaccard dissimilarity index of 90.4%). These results support the idea that poorer faunas in the Tropical Eastern Pacific and in the Atlantic can maintain the range of ecological processes necessary for the growth and persistence of tropical reefs because they share most of the key functions with richer faunas (18, 24).

If the functional space is similarly filled by tropical fish faunas despite a strong richness gradient, it implies that species are more densely packed in that functional space for richer faunas. The number of FEs increases at a slower rate than species richness, with a slope for the linear regression of 0.10, meaning that 10 additional species, on average, are needed to have another FE (Fig. 2A). Consequently, the richest faunas have the highest functional redundancy, with, on average, 7.9 species per FE in the Central Indo-Pacific whereas there are only 2.8 species per FE in the Tropical Eastern Pacific (Fig. 2B). However, this increasing functional redundancy along the species-richness gradient does not result in the lowest functional vulnerability in the richest faunas: i.e., the lowest proportion of FEs with only one species. Indeed, because species are disproportionally packed into a small set of FEs (Fig. 3), the apparent insurance provided by the high functional redundancy level hides a large proportion of species vulnerable to species extinction. More precisely, functional vulnerability ranges between 38.5% and 54.2% of FEs across faunas (Fig. 2C), the apparent insurance provided by the high functional redundancy level hides a large proportion of species vulnerable to species extinction. Nevertheless, the difference between the expected and observed values is more right skewed than expected, with a long tail at one species (Fig. 3).

We coin the expression “Functional Over-Redundancy” (FOR) to describe the overrepresentation of some FEs in terms of species richness because the overall functional redundancy across FEs is in fact exacerbated in some FEs. For instance, species richness peaks at 222 for the most speciose FEs (6% of the fauna) in the Central Indo-Pacific whereas 180 FEs (out of 468) are represented by just one species (Fig. 3). FOR was calculated as the percentage of species that fill FEs above the mean level of functional redundancy (Materials and Methods). Surprisingly, the level of FOR remains in a narrow range (37–58%) across the six fish faunas (Fig. 2D), meaning that, whatever the level of species richness, roughly half of the species contribute to FOR. We also estimated the expected FOR under a null hypothesis, randomly assigning species to FEs to examine the sampling effect on FOR values. All of the observed FOR values are significantly higher than expected by chance (Fig. 2D), further showing that species are more densely packed into few FEs than one would expect based on simple random assignment.

To test the sensitivity of the results to the number and the identity of traits, we ran all analyses with all combinations of five traits out of six (Ecological Relevance of Fish Functional Traits). Whatever the combination, even the poorest faunas fill a large amount of the global functional space (Fig. S1C) whereas the levels of functional vulnerability (Fig. S1B) and FOR (Fig. S1F) are close to those observed with six traits. These findings suggest that (i) whereas the number of FEs was divided by up to 2.6, trivially increasing the mean functional redundancy (Fig. S1D), species are still packed into a small subset of FEs leaving many FEs (>21%) with no insurance, and (ii) no particular trait is driving the pattern because the variations among trait combinations remain small compared with the mean. To test the sensitivity of the results to the categorization of traits, we considered a crude, instead of a fine, categorization (Materials and Methods and Ecological Relevance of Fish Functional Traits), thereby decreasing the number of FEs by a 7.5-fold factor (86 instead of 646), and rerunning all analyses. Even in this case, the level of FOR is surprisingly very close to that observed with

![Fig. 2. Relation between species richness and (A) functional richness, (B) functional redundancy, (C) functional vulnerability, and (D) functional over-redundancy across six tropical-reef fish faunas. Functional richness is expressed in terms of both the number of functional entities (circles) and the functional volume (squares) filled by fish faunas. Functional redundancy is the mean number of species per functional entity, functional vulnerability is the percentage of functional entities having only one species, with functional over-redundancy as the percentage of species in functional entities having more species than expected from functional redundancy. Horizontal dashed lines symbolize the index values measured on the global pool of species in B, C, and D. Linear regressions are plotted for functional richness (continuous line for entities and dashed line for volume) and functional redundancy whereas results from null models are provided for functional vulnerability and functional over-redundancy. Gray bars in C and D represent 95%-confidence interval of expected values under a null model simulating a random assignment of species into functional entities.](image-url)
are distributed in at least 10 FEs, demonstrating functional divergence within families. Although we cannot use the number of species per genus or family in a given fauna as a simple surrogate for functional vulnerability and FOR, the observed patterns can be, at least partially, explained by evolutionary trajectories and historical contingencies within each oceanic basin. For instance, the proportion of monospecific genera was relatively similar among the six faunas, ranging from 44% to 59%, and the distribution of species within the main reef-fish families is surprisingly stable across the Indo-Pacific (20). Such consistent taxonomic patterns across fish faunas certainly contribute to the surprisingly stable level of FOR along the richness gradient, but the level of trait conservatism remains too low to infer FOR from taxonomic composition.

Our results indicate that, even in highly diverse systems, we can no longer assume that the erosion of species diversity can be discounted by the high probability of functional redundancy because species tend to disproportionately pack into a few particular FEs instead of spreading evenly. Although ensuring most FEs, many FEs are left with just one species. Thus, the exceptional biodiversity characterizing tropical biotas does not preclude functional vulnerability because even the loss of a few species may erode the breadth of functions performed in assemblages. For instance, the Indo-Australian Archipelago (Coral Triangle), which supports most tropical-reef fish species, may experience a loss of FEs following fisheries pressure and local species extirpation (26). When seeking particularly vulnerable functional trait categories across fish faunas, it appears that only few are over- or underrepresented into FEs (Fig. S3) compared with their proportions among the pool of species. For instance, FEs grouping mobile invertebrate and plankton feeders, as well as pelagic fishes, tend to be more vulnerable to species loss than expected, whereas FEs grouping sessile invertebrate feeders are less vulnerable, whatever the fauna (Fig. S3 E and F). In addition, FEs grouping large body-sized fishes tend to be more vulnerable than FEs with small body-sized fishes (Fig. S3A). This latter bias in vulnerability distribution among categories can increase the ecosystem impacts of overexploitation, which targets large species (27). However, at the large spatial scale, the level of insurance for FEs is given by the number of species, but realistic scenarios of FE erosion, based on local species depletion rates according to their traits and their sensitivity to various pressures, are needed to be better understood to the consequences of human-mediated disturbances on ecosystem functioning. Nevertheless, the potential erosion of the diversity of FEs at the macroecological scale cannot be directly translated into a potential decline of ecosystem functioning. Indeed, species–trait combinations do not map easily onto ecological functions. For instance, interactions between species are not taken into account nor are potential shifts in trait values following the loss of competitors or ontogenic shifts (28). Moreover, at a longer time scale, macroevolutionary processes may lead to niche filling and recovery of functions that would be lost following selective FE extinctions (29), thus potentially mitigating long-term impacts of functional vulnerability on ecosystem functioning.

Although high species diversity does offer a moderate reduction in potential functional vulnerability, the extent of vulnerability in high-diversity systems is striking. Equally striking is the extent of over-redundancy in all systems, whatever the combination and the categorization of traits (Fig. S1F). In high diversity systems, up to 58% of species may represent FOR: i.e., occupying FEs that are more redundant than average. However, even in more depauperate systems, over a third of the species may still be in overrepresented FEs. Even in these systems, where there are relatively few species to fill FEs and provide functional insurance, species still cluster in specific FEs, but with very little bias toward specific trait categories (Fig. S3). Our results call for caution when considering the protection of high-diversity ecosystems (26, 30).

Diversity does not appear to provide the insurance, functional
redundancy, or reduced vulnerability once hoped for. For reef-fish faunas, high diversity and low diversity systems appear to share a common fate: having a third of functional entities being vulnerable. This result seems contradictory to the recent investigations, carried out at the community scale (500 m²), suggesting that fishes from temperate reefs contribute proportionally more to ecological processes on average than fishes from tropical reefs (30).

However, this claim is based on a functional diversity index (Rao’s quadratic entropy) that is calculated using the number of individuals as a measure of fish abundance within communities. Because small species tend to have more individuals than large ones and because small species tend to be overrepresented in tropical compared with temperate communities (31), the largest fishes that carry unique trait combinations are expected to have limited proportional abundances on tropical reefs, thus undercontributing to this functional-diversity index. This pattern does not imply that such rare but large fish species have low impacts on ecological processes in the tropics. Indeed, their high biomass, along with associated functional traits, enables them to play essential roles that drive ecosystem functioning (4, 18).

The conclusion that the promised benefits from massive levels of species richness may not be as strong as we have thought before deserves further investigation across ecosystems and taxa. Other studies provide comparable results although they have considered many fewer species per FE (1.3), e.g., in North American lotic insects (32), or use a multivariate index of functional dispersion that is independent from species richness, in temperate rainforests (10). Nevertheless, large-scale assessments aiming at identifying hotspots of functional vulnerability will be needed in both high- and low-diversity systems to guide ongoing conservation strategies. In a similar way that some indices combine species evolutionary distinctiveness and rarity to inform conservation at biogeographical scales (33), we may propose vulnerability indices based on species functional distinctiveness, abundance, rarity, dispersal, and colonizing capacity. For instance, the risk of losing an FE could be estimated through the cumulated vulnerability of species within this FE to particular threats (climate change, direct human impacts, and habitat degradation), including their geographic range sizes and their local abundances. For coral-reef fishes, species-based vulnerability values (27) could then scale up to FEs and assemblages.

Our framework, proposing the concept of functional over-redundancy, is not limited to fishes or tropical faunas but may also apply in many contexts where functional entities or roles can be confidently inferred from individual traits or other biological features. At the community scale, it would be relevant to replace the number of species by the biomass or the number of individuals to include the abundance distribution among FEs instead of the number of species. This approach would determine whether abundance is packed into particular functions and which functions are the most vulnerable to abundance loss. This kind of analysis was not performed in this study due to a lack of reliable abundance data at the global scale for coral-reef fishes. However, recent findings show that functionally unique species tend to be rarer in tropical than in temperate reef-fish communities (30), suggesting that, beyond the number of species, abundance also tends to pack into a restricted number of FEs, particularly in species-rich regions where functional vulnerability to local species extinction would be high. Species extinction is also a nonrandom process that closely depends on abundance and geographic range size that would need to be taken into account when dealing with the functional implications of ecological extinction. This kind of assessment may guide future conservation strategies toward critical functions and may call for a new generation of experiments that will specifically address the influence of functional over-redundancy and functional vulnerability in ecosystem functioning by, for example, testing the loss of species from either redundant or vulnerable FEs.

Materials and Methods

Tropical-Reef Fish Faunas. We limited our study to tropical reefs, defined as areas including both coral and rocky reefs showing a minimum monthly sea-surface temperature (hereafter SST) of 17 °C. This limit of 17 °C was set because, although focusing on the tropics (SST limit usually set at 20 °C), we decided to include locations where species of tropical affinity are present (34). The inclusion of those areas between 17 °C and 20 °C broadens the range of variation in species richness and species composition, thereby further extending the range of functional traits.

We obtained information on reef-fish species composition at 169 locations worldwide by examining more than 300 references. We then considered six different faunas (Western Indian, Central-Indo Pacific, Central Pacific, Tropical Eastern Pacific, Western Atlantic, and Eastern Atlantic) according to several biogeographical works conducted on tropical-reef fishes (23). The distinction between the Central Indo-Pacific and the Central Pacific (Fig. 1), previously considered as a single province (34), is largely supported by several biogeographical studies, conducted at the Indo-Pacific scale, that identified the Pacific Plate as a biogeographical barrier of major significance (35, 36).

Fish Functional Traits. The functional strategy of each tropical-reef fish species was described using six categorical traits (8, 16) (SI Text). Fish size was coded using six ordered categories: 0–7 cm, 7.1–15 cm, 15.1–30 cm, 30.1–50 cm, 50.1–80 cm, and >80 cm. Mobility was coded using three ordered categories: sedentary (including territorial species), mobile within a reef, and mobile between reefs. The period of activity was coded using three ordered categories: diurnal, both diurnal and nocturnal, and nocturnal. Schooling was coded using five ordered categories: solitary, pairing, or living in small (3–20 individuals), medium (20–50 individuals), or large (>50 individuals) groups. Vertical position in the water column was coded using three ordered categories: benthic, bentho-pelagic, and pelagic. Diet was characterized based on main items consumed by each species, which led to seven trophic categories: herbivorous-detrivorous (i.e., fish feeding on turf or filamentous algae and/or undefined organic material), macroalgal herbivorous (i.e., fish eating large fleshy algae and/or seagrass), invertivorous targeting sessile invertebrates (i.e., corals, sponges, ascidians), invertivorous targeting mobile invertebrates (i.e., benthic species such as crustaceans), planktivorous (i.e., fish eating small organisms in the water column), piscivorous (including fish and cephalopods), and omnivorous (i.e., fish for which both vegetal and animal material are important in their diet). The traits have already been used to investigate community assembly rules (16) and to seek vulnerable fish functions (8); their relevance is detailed in SI Text. Given the scale of our study, we could not account for intraspecific variability of traits among life stages.

This set of six functional traits and their respective number of categories yield a theoretical number of 5,670 unique combinations of trait values called functional entities. However, the 6,316 tropical-reef fish species fill only 646 FEs (11.4%).

Fish Functional Space. Pairwise functional distances between functional entities were computed using the Gower distance, which allows mixing different types of variables while giving them equal weight (37). Then, a Principal Coordinates Analysis (PCoA) was performed using this functional distance matrix (37). Functional entities coordinates on the first four principal axes (PC) of this PCoA were kept to build a multidimensional functional space (22, 38). Euclidean distances between functional entities in this four-dimensional space were strongly correlated with initial Gower distances (Mantel test, r = 0.872, P < 0.001), which illustrates that most of the variability in fish functional strategies is robustly summarized in the synthetic four-dimensional functional space. The fifth PC axis only weakly increased the quality of the functional space (Mantel test, r = 0.905) while making the calculations of functional volumes more time consuming.

Functional Indices. Functional richness of each fauna was measured as the volume inside the convex hull shaping all of the functional entities present in the region (39). With S the total number of species in a fauna, FE the total number of functional entities, and ni the number of species in functional entity i, then Functional Redundancy (FR), Functional Vulnerability (FV), and Functional Over-Redundancy (FOR) are expressed as the following ratios:
Sensitivity Analyses. We first assessed the robustness of our findings to the number of traits and to the potential disproportionate influence of one particular trait by rerunning all analyses using all combinations of five traits out of six. We did not reduce the number of traits lower than five because we might have missed important dimensions of the functional space defining fish niches, thus providing an oversimplified definition of FEs. Second, we determined whether our results are robust to the extent of categorization of functional traits, a crude categorization potentially inducing high functional redundancy and low functional vulnerability (many species in each FE) whereas a fine categorization would lead to the opposite (few species in each FE). In this analysis, we reduced the number of categories for each trait and reran all analyses with a total of 86 FEs (crude categorization) instead of 645 (fine categorization). More precisely, we used the following crude categories: size classes (0–5 cm, 5–10 cm, and >10 cm), schooling behavior [solitary, small groups (2–20 individuals)], mobility (sedentary vs. mobile), position in the water column (strictly pelagic vs. benthic/benthico-pelagic), period of activity (strictly nocturnal vs. diurnal/diurnal–nocturnal), and main diet [primary consumers (detritivores, herbivores, and omnivores), invertivores (sessile, mobile benthos, and plankton), and piscivores]. See Ecological Relevance of Fish Functional Traits for further details.

Null Models. Functional vulnerability and functional over-redundancy are influenced by the number of species, the number of FEs and the distribution of species into FEs. We tested whether the observed values of functional vulnerability and FOR were significantly different from the null hypothesis that species are randomly distributed into functional entities. In each of the six regions, we simulated a random assignment of species to FEs while ensuring that each FE had at least one species. We simulated 9,999 random assemblages for each region, and, for each simulation, we computed functional vulnerability and FOR while the number of species and the number of FEs were kept constant. The observed values of functional vulnerability and FOR were compared with the simulated values using a bilateral test ($\alpha = 5\%$). For instance, a functional vulnerability and a FOR significantly higher than expected under the null hypothesis would indicate that the distribution of species within FEs is more densely packed and the distribution of the number of species per FE is more right skewed.

All analyses were conducted using R software.
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Ecological Relevance of Fish Functional Traits

Fish play important roles in aquatic ecosystems, mainly through regulation of food webs and nutrient cycling (1). The ability of each species to impact these ecosystem processes depends on several biological traits linked to food acquisition and locomotion (2, 3). For instance, the trophic impact of a species depends on its foraging activity: i.e., which prey items it targets, when, and how many. For instance, an ambushing solitary benthic predator (e.g., scorpionfish) will not have the same trophic impact as a mobile pelagic gregarious predator (e.g., barracuda) on small fishes (1-3). Therefore, describing fish functional niche requires considering a set of complementary functional traits. Here, we selected six traits that describe the main facets of fish ecology (4-7) and that are available for a wide range of reef species.

Body Size. Body size has a primary role in defining fish ecological niche (8, 9). More specifically, size determines energy needs through the amount of energy required per unit of body mass (10) and constrains prey–predator relationships because mouth gap scales with body size (11). Size also influences growth rate, with small fishes growing faster than larger ones (12). Mortality rate tends to be higher for smaller fishes (10) whereas temperature tolerance is at least partly related to body size in reef fishes (13).

Diet. Diet, like size, is an essential component of reef fish ecological niche as indicated in general reviews (14-17). In particular, diet determines fish impact on ecosystem functioning through trophic interactions with other food-web components (18, 19) and, consequently, on nutrient cycling (20, 21). Diet also mediates habitat requirements because some resources are restricted to particular habitats: e.g., epilithic algae (22).

Mobility. Mobility determines energy needs, with mobile species requiring a lot of energy by mass unit compared with sedentary species (23). Mobility also affects the spatial extent at which fishes control their resources and transfer nutrients, especially between habitats around reefs (24, 25).

Period of the Day at Which Fishes Are Active. The period of the day at which fishes are active has implication on the trophic role a species plays in the food web through both bottom-up controls [i.e., the set of resources it can target (26)] and top-down controls (i.e., the susceptibility it has to being preyed upon). For instance, most nocturnal species escape predation from active predators during the day and vice versa (27).

Level in the Water Column. The level in the water column occupied by fish is critical for determining fish ecological niche as it influences the set of potential prey available (14) and fish impacts on nutrient transfer between vertical strata (28).

Gregariousness. The gregariousness of fish is an important component of fish behavior that determines the ability of (i) escaping from predation (29, 30) and (ii) impacting local ecological processes, with schooling species inducing potentially massive nutrient cycling and resource depletion (25, 31, 32).

32. Foster SA (1985) Group foraging by a coral reef fish: A mechanism for gaining access to defended resources. Anim Behav 33:782–792.
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Fig. S1. Sensitivity analyses. First, we considered the six possible combinations of five traits out of six. Second, we decreased the number of categories considered for each trait (Materials and Methods). For each of these seven changes in trait combinations, we computed all of the indices presented in the manuscript. (A) Number of functional entities (FEs) in the global pool of 6,316 species. The dark bar on the left shows the pattern observed with six traits. The white diamond shows the decrease in number of FEs after reducing the number of categories per trait (Materials and Methods). The light-gray bar on its right shows the mean value obtained with five traits only (±SD). The six cases with five traits are shown with empty bars on the right with the name of the trait removed at the top (S, size; M, mobility; A, period of activity; G, gregariousness; P, position in the water column; D, diet). The potential number of FEs given the number of traits and number of categories in each trait is shown at the bottom of each bar and above the white diamond. (B) Functional entities richness in each of the six regions, expressed as a percentage relative to the total number of FEs present in the global pool of species (as in Fig. 1, Top). For each region, the full-colored bar shows the richness computed with six traits. The diamond above each full-colored bar shows the richness when considering fewer categories per trait. The light-colored bar on the right of each full-colored bar shows the mean value (±SD) with five traits only. Color codes for regions are as in Figs. 1–3. WAtl, Western Atlantic Ocean; EAtl, Eastern Atlantic Ocean; Wind, Western Indian Ocean; CIP, Central Indo-Pacific Ocean; CPac, Central Pacific Ocean; TEP, Tropical Eastern Pacific Ocean. (C) Functional richness in each of the six regions computed as the volume of the functional space filled and expressed as a percentage relative to the functional space filled by the global pool of species (as in Fig. 1, Top). The white diamond within each full-colored bar shows the richness when considering fewer categories per trait. The light-colored bar on the right of each full-colored bar shows the mean value (±SD) with five traits only. (D) Functional redundancy (mean number of species per FE) along the species richness gradient (as in Fig. 2A). The values obtained with six traits are represented with colored points. The values obtained with fewer categories per trait are represented as empty diamonds. The mean value obtained with five traits (±SD) is symbolized by the light-colored squares. Color codes for regions are as in B. (E) Functional vulnerability (percentage of FEs with only one species) along the species richness gradient (as in Fig. 2C). (F) Functional over-redundancy (percentage of species in excess in the FEs with more species than expected under even distribution) along species richness gradient (as in Fig. 2D).
Fig. S2. Functional over-redundancy and functional vulnerability in six tropical-reef fish faunas using a crude categorization of traits defining 86 functional entities instead of 646 (in Fig. 3) for the global pool. The distribution of fish species into functional entities (FEs) is displayed for each fauna. The number of FEs ("Nb F.E.") present in each fauna is shown at the bottom right of the distribution. Functional redundancy ("Red.") (i.e., the mean number of species per FE) is illustrated by the horizontal dashed line, and the value is provided on the right margin of the panel. Functional vulnerability (i.e., percentage of FEs having only one species) is illustrated by the horizontal colored line with arrows. Functional over-redundancy, the percentage of species in excess in FEs having more species than expected from functional redundancy, is colored. The expected distribution (under a random assignment of species to FEs) is represented by the gray line, with the corresponding values of functional over-redundancy and functional vulnerability in gray.
Fig. S3. Frequency of trait categories among vulnerable functional entities. The frequency of trait categories among the functional entities being vulnerable (i.e., represented by only one species) in each region is shown with colored points (color codes are as in Figs. 1–3 and Fig. S1). The frequency of each trait category in the global pool of functional entities is shown as gray squares.